gene expression; microarray; cholesterol; protein synthesis SLEEP IS A REGULARLY OCCURRING, stereotypical, and reversible behavior that is disengaged from and unresponsive to the environment (9) . Although unambiguous in its everyday meaning, sleep is an intricate physiological and behavioral process. There are two fundamental processes that underlie the control of sleep: 1) a homeostatic process that determines drive to sleep in relationship to the duration of prior wakefulness and 2) a circadian process that defines rhythmic periods of low and high sleep propensity across the 24-h day (5) . Implicit in current models of the control of sleep and wakefulness is the idea that sleep provides key restorative function(s) whose nature is currently unknown. This question is amenable to study by microarrays.
Microarray-based expression is widely used to quantify gene expression levels on a high-throughput basis (74) . Genomic approaches have been successfully applied to the study of the spatial and temporal patterns of gene expression in complex biological structures such as the central nervous system (39, 47) . Microarray studies have identified numerous genes with broad physiological functions whose transcripts exhibit diurnal or circadian rhythmicity in the brain and peripheral tissue (1, 10, 38, 45, 57) . Microarray studies have also been applied to the study of sleep, primarily comparing gene expression in wakefulness to that during sleep, treating them as binary states (12, 78) . There is, however, a distinct temporal dimension to these processes. As wakefulness is prolonged, there is a corresponding increase in the drive for sleep, while with increasing sleep there is a progressive restoration of function. We, therefore, sought to identify dynamic changes in gene expression associated with different durations of sleep and sleep deprivation. We proposed that determining genes which change expression during sleep can point to a possible function(s) of sleep. Our study design allowed us to determine not only which genes change expression, but also the direction of change, i.e., the increase or decrease during sleep, or increase or decrease during sleep deprivation.
We, therefore, report the results from a microarray study on temporal changes in gene expression during spontaneous sleep and sleep deprivation in the mouse cerebral cortex, a neuronal target for processes that control sleep, and the hypothalamus, an important site of sleep regulatory processes (55, 63) . We determined these changes by comparing expression in sleeping animals killed at different times during the lights-on period to that in animals sleep deprived and killed at the same diurnal time. We found that there are remarkable changes in the steady-state level of various transcripts during sleep as ϳ2,000 genes changed their expression during sleep. The categories of genes that were differentially upregulated during sleep were multiple genes encoding proteins involved primarily in biosynthetic pathways.
of cotton or paper towels. This likely reduced, but not fully excluded, the stress involved with the subsequent sleep deprivation procedure. Mice were killed following 3, 6, 9, and 12 h of total sleep deprivation (n ϭ 5 at each time point). Deprivation was initiated at lights-on and performed through gentle handling (36) . Sleeping animals, which were left undisturbed, were killed at the same diurnal time points as sleep-deprived mice (n ϭ 5 at each time point). An additional control group of mice (n ϭ 5) was killed at time zero, i.e., at the time of lights-on at 7:00 AM. All mice were behaviorally monitored with the AccuScan infrared monitoring system that detects movement when the mouse crosses electronic beams (Columbus Instruments). For each animal, descriptive statistics such as average activity (beam breaks) for each hour (and then averaged across 12 h of light and dark) and estimated sleep amounts were computed. Sleep was considered to be present when there were Ն40 s of continuous inactivity (56) . In addition, plots of activity and sleep graphed as moving averages broken down by light/dark cycle per day were generated for visual inspection.
Tissue Sampling and RNA Isolation
Mice were killed by cervical dislocation. Brain sectioning was performed according to the mouse brain atlas of Franklin and Paxinos (22) . The sample of cerebral cortex was composed largely of the primary and secondary motor areas (M1 and M2) but also included the midline-located cingulate cortex areas 1 and 2 (Cg1 and Cg2), as well as parts of the barrel field of the somatosensory area 1 (S1FL). In the hypothalamus, broadly defined regions and zones were sampled. Total RNA was isolated with TRIzol (Invitrogen) and further purified using RNeasy columns (Qiagen) as per the manufacturer's instructions.
Microarrays
Transcript levels were assayed using the GeneChip Mouse Genome 430 2.0 array (Affymetrix), comprising Ͼ45,000 probe sets and covering ϳ39,000 transcripts and variants, including ϳ34,000 welldefined genes. Target preparation, which included hybridization and posthybridization procedures, was performed as described by the Affymetrix GeneChip Expression Analysis Technical Manual (http:// www.affymetrix.com) and was conducted at the University of Pennsylvania Microarray Core Facility.
Data Analysis
Probe intensity data from all arrays were read into the R software environment (http://www.R-project.org) directly from .cel files using the R/affy package (23) . R/affy was also used to extract and manipulate probe level data to assess data quality and to create summary measures of expression. Normalization was carried out using the robust multiarray average (RMA) method to form one expression measure for each gene on each array (31) . RMA processing was performed on all probe intensity data sets together. In brief, the RMA method was used to adjust the background of perfect match (PM) probes, apply a quantile normalization of the corrected PM values, and calculate final expression measures by the Tukey median polish algorithm.
Data analysis proceeded in a staged approach (see flow diagram in Fig. 1 ). The first step was an analysis of variance (ANOVA)-based approach that was used to statistically resolve and categorize gene expression differences between behavioral states (sleep or sleep deprived). The data from the animals at the anchor point (time zero) were not used in this first step of the analysis. Overall contrasts across conditions were considered by implementing gene-specific, fixedeffect ANOVA models (11) using the R/maanova package (81) . Specifically, the model Yi ϭ ϩ STATE ϩ εi was used to fit mean centered gene expression measures within each brain region, where is the mean for each array, STATE is the effect for each behavioral state (awake or sleeping), and εi captures random error. The first analysis looked for a main effect of state, comparing expression levels between all sleep-deprived (awake) and sleeping (sleep) animals (n ϭ 20 for each behavioral state).
A second stage of analysis used the subset of differentially expressed genes returned from the ANOVA between states, which were then tested for temporal changes in expression within the sleep and sleep-deprived states separately. This secondary trend analysis uti- Fig. 1 . Experimental design and data analysis flow chart. A: the experiment comprised a 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 5 full factorial experimental design with 2 behavioral states (sleep-deprived E and sleeping F), 2 brain regions (cerebral cortex and hypothalamus), and 5 time points. Each circle represents 5 independent mice. The gray circles represent control animals killed at time 0, the time point of lights-on; this time point is refer to as the anchor time point. B: all 45,101 probe sets on the entire set of 90 arrays were normalized together using the robust multiarray average (RMA) procedure. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) approach was used to test for overall differences between "awake vs. sleeping" states in each brain region. Using a false discovery rate (FDR) threshold of 1%, 3,988 and 823 differentially expressed transcripts were found in the cortex and hypothalamus, respectively. These differentially expressed transcripts were subjected to a linear trends analysis to find genes that showed significantly changed expression during sleep (FDR Ͻ5%). In this way, a total of 2,090 and 409 probe sets were found to be sleep specific with increased or decreased expression during sleep. Note that A shows the experimental design but does not describe the analysis steps. The analysis steps are described in B. The anchor point was not involved in the first step of the analysis (sleep deprived vs. sleep) but was used in the trends analysis as an "anchor," or time ϭ 0, point for regression.
lized the additional set of data obtained from mice killed at lights-on (time zero at 7:00 AM). These trend tests were performed through linear regression analyses in which time was treated as a continuous variable. Linear regression is a convenient tool, but the analysis was not focused on whether the changes with time were linear or not. Rather, this step in the analysis was used to estimate direction of change i.e., increase, decrease, or no change within the sleeping and sleep-deprived groups separately, but only for genes found to be differentially expressed in the main analysis. Therefore, within each brain region, mean centered expression measures were fitted to the model Yi(t) ϭ ␣0,j(i) ϩ ␤j(i)t ϩ εijk, which included common intercepts (␣0,j) and unique slopes over time (␤j) for each condition. Here, the temporal pattern of differential gene expression over time was determined according to whether a slope (␤j) (positive or negative) was significantly different from zero.
For both statistical procedures, critical P values were calculated through permutation analyses incorporating 1,000 sample shuffles and pooling t-statistics. To adjust for multiple testing, q-values were generated from the unadjusted permutation P values by the false discovery rate (FDR) adjustment of Storey (73) . For the main analysis (first stage, ANOVA), an FDR threshold of 1% was used to determine differential gene expression. For the secondary analysis of temporal pattern of change in these genes within sleep or sleep-deprived groups, which was done on only the genes that were found to be differentially expressed in the primary analysis, an FDR threshold of 5% was employed.
For those differentially expressed genes with linear trends that were not statistically significant in either condition (i.e., sleep deprivation or sleep), we used (as a tertiary analysis) an area-between-curves statistic to provide an additional examination of the temporal pattern of expression. Cubic curves were fit to the expression pattern over time for each gene, with separate curves used for the sleep-deprived vs. sleep-allowed data points. The baseline (time zero) data points were included in the fit for both the sleep-deprived and sleep-allowed curves. The total area between the sleep-deprived and sleep-allowed cubic curves was then calculated using integration. The area between curves was assigned a positive value when expression during sleep was higher than in the sleep-deprived and negative values when expression during wakefulness was higher than during sleep. This area-between-curves statistic reflects nonlinear time trends in the subset of genes that were not detected by fitting just a linear trend to the data.
Functional categories of overrepresented genes were then identified by the one-tailed Fisher's exact test implemented in the Expression Analysis Systematic Explorer (EASE) (16, 29) . The EASE score is a conservative adjustment to the one-tailed Fisher's exact probability and represents the upper bound of the distribution of jackknife Fisher's exact probabilities (29) . In addition to EASE scores, for each overrepresented category of genes we calculated the within-system FDR to assess the impact of multiple testing on determining which categories were overrepresented; the "FDR by EASE" phrase is used throughout the text to indicate this.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sleep and Wakefulness Were Assessed Noninvasively
We estimated sleep and wakefulness in experimental animals through noninvasive monitoring of locomotor activity with an infrared monitoring system. Sleep was defined as a bout of continuous inactivity of Ն40 s. The average agreement across 8,640 10-s epochs in 24 h in 7 mice between this definition of sleep and that from simultaneous electroencephalographic/electromyographic (EEG/EMG) assessment of sleep in C57BL/6J mice of the age used in our study is 92% (56) . To further demonstrate the agreement between the assessment of sleep in our experiments and previously published data on C57BL/6J mice, we compared our results with previously published data for this inbred mouse strain of the same sex and age. For convenience, we report amounts of sleep in the 3 h prior to death. The percentage of sleep was as follows: group killed at 10:00 AM, 57% (range: 41-67%); group killed at 1:00 PM, 76% (range: 71-79%); group killed at 4:00 PM, 79% (range: 77-81%); and group killed at 7:00 PM, 64% (range: 44 -80%) (see Fig. 2 ). The percentage of sleep in each experimental group closely corresponds with normative data for C57BL/6J male mice of this age; the average percentage of time spent asleep in the time intervals listed above based on EEG/EMG recording is 58, 75, 78, and 65%, respectively (56) . However, it should be noted that we did not take percentages of sleep per se in different experimental groups into consideration while searching for genes differentially expressed between sleeping and sleep-deprived animals. The key statistical test (i.e., ANOVA) used expression measures from both groups of mice across four experimental time points (40 animals in total) and evaluated for the main effect of group, rather than relating to amounts of sleep etc. The amount of sleep in spontaneously sleeping animals estimated by an infrared monitoring system in each hour across 24-h day is shown in Fig. 2 . In addition, Table 1 provides the total amount of sleep in four groups of spontaneously sleeping animals i.e., in the group sleeping for 3 h, the amount of sleep between 7:00 AM and 10:00 AM; in the group sleeping for 6 h, the amount of sleep between 7:00 AM and 1:00 PM etc. Thus, the percentage of time spent asleep in the group of animals designated as spontaneously sleeping for 3, 6, 9, and 12 h is estimated at 57.3, 66.5, 70.9, and 69.0%, respectively. To assess changes in the temporal pattern of gene expression, a group of animals was killed at lights-on (7:00 AM). This group is referred to as time "0" or the "anchor" group. Table 1 gives the amount of sleep in the time "0" group of animals in blocks of time 3, 6, 9, and 12 h before death.
There are Profound Differences in Gene Expression Between Sleep and Wakefulness
There were 90 microarrays utilized, i.e., 45 arrays to assess gene expression in the cerebral cortex and an equal number in Fig. 2 . Total sleep time in minutes (means Ϯ SD) in each hour across 24-h day in C57BL/6J mice used in this study as estimated by electronic beam breaking. Graph shows data starting at 7:00 AM (lights-on), i.e., beginning of the inactive period. Lights-off (7:00 PM) marks the beginning of the activity period. Sleep is defined as continuous inactivity of Ն40 s. the hypothalamus. Overall, 49.5 Ϯ 2.5% probe sets were classified as having detectable expression levels (present call), 48.5 Ϯ 2.5% probe sets were called absent (undetectable expression level), with 1.9 Ϯ 0.09% probe sets classified as having marginal expression using the presence/absence call algorithm available in the Affymetrix MAS 5.0 microarray software package.
We found that there were remarkable differences in the steadystate level of various transcripts between sleep and sleep deprivation: we identified 3,988 genes in the cerebral cortex and 823 genes in the hypothalamus that exhibited differences in their expression profiles between behavioral states. The list of all probe sets that define the genes that were found (i.e., 3,988 genes in the cerebral cortex and 823 genes in the hypothalamus) is provided in Supplemental Table S1_cerebral cortex and Supplemental Table  S1_hypothalamus . 1 The RMA expression values for all probe sets differentially expressed between sleep and sleep deprivation in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus are provided in Supplemental Table S2_cerebral cortex and Supplemental Table  S2_hypothalamus , respectively. The complete expression data sets are available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo (GEO record number: GSE6514).
Genes that reached a statistically significant difference in expression between sleeping mice and animals deprived of sleep exhibited only subtle differences in mRNA levels between behavioral states. In the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus, ϳ90% of differentially expressed genes modulated their expression by Ͻ40%. The magnitude of change in the transcript level between behavioral states observed in this study is comparable to data previously reported in the rat (12) .
Using the Gene Ontology database, we assigned differentially expressed genes functional roles within three gene ontology systems: biological process, molecular function, and cellular component. Although many genes with altered expression could be assigned at least one ontology term, a significant fraction, i.e., 36.0% of all differentially expressed genes in the cerebral cortex and 35.6% of genes in the hypothalamus, were unclassified, as their function(s) remains to be determined.
Gene Expression Patterns Fall Into Different Temporal Classes
To classify the expression profile as state specific, i.e., changing expression during sleep or sleep deprivation, the temporal pattern of genes that ANOVA determined to have significant differences between behavioral states was further assessed across various durations of sleep or sleep deprivation as described above. There were nine temporal classes of genes that emerged from the linear trend analysis; the number of genes in each class is shown in Table 2 . A number of differentially expressed genes (i.e., 307 genes in the cerebral cortex and 55 genes in the hypothalamus) did not demonstrate any significant slope with time for a trend analysis and could not be categorized into a specific temporal class. This is class 5 in Table 2 . The temporal pattern of these genes was assessed by the area between curves. The majority of genes in temporal class 5 exhibit sleep-specific expression patterns, i.e., increased their transcript levels during sleep relative to sleep deprivation. The largest temporal class of genes in both the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus was those that decreased expression during sleep deprivation and did not change expression during sleep (temporal class 6). The information on the temporal pattern of gene expression for all probe sets for differentially expressed genes in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus is provided in Supplemental Table S1_cerebral cortex and Supplemental  Table S1_hypothalamus , respectively.
The sleep-specific temporal pattern of expression was defined as those differentially expressed genes that increase or decrease transcript levels during sleep regardless of their tem- 1 The online version of this article contains supplemental material. Groups of mice were killed after 3 h of spontaneous sleep (column labeled 3 h); 6 h of spontaneous sleep (column labeled 6 h) etc. For each group, data are given from time of lights-on until time of death. A group of animals killed at 7:00 AM served as an anchor point to assess the temporal pattern of gene expression. The total amount of time sleeping in this group of animals is provided in blocks of 3, 6, 9, and 12 h prior to death at 7:00 AM. The classes were created using a set of genes that emerged from the ANOVA test at a false discovery rate (FDR) of Ͻ1% and that were further subjected to trend analyses (with FDR of Ͻ5%) to examine changes in expression with time from the time point of lights-on (7:00 AM) as an "anchor." Due to the differences in the statistical power between the ANOVA and linear trend analysis tests, a number of genes (i.e., 307 genes in the cerebral cortex and 55 genes in the hypothalamus) did not demonstrate a slope significantly different from zero for the linear trend analyses; these genes are listed in class 5. The classification of genes in temporal class 5 as sleep or wakefulness specific was accomplished by "area-between-curves" statistics (see details in text).The largest temporal class is class 6, i.e., genes whose expression declines during sleep deprivation. In each temporal class the number of probe sets (i.e., Affymetrix identification numbers) is higher than the number of genes. For example, the temporal class 2 contains 1,129 probes sets that define 979 genes in the cerebral cortex; supplemental data tables contain information on expression of all probe sets.
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Physiol Genomics • VOL 31 • www.physiolgenomics.org on March 6, 2008 physiolgenomics.physiology.org poral changes during sleep deprivation. This definition does not rely on the magnitude of change in the transcript levels, but only the direction of change (i.e., an increase or decline) during sleep relative to the anchor point (7:00 AM). Thus, sleepspecific genes belonged to temporal classes 2, 3, 7, and 8 (see Table 2 ). There were 1,264 genes in the cerebral cortex (256 genes in hypothalamus) that increased their transcript levels during sleep (classes 2 and 3) and 557 genes in the cerebral cortex and 96 in hypothalamus that showed a decrease in mRNA during sleep (classes 7 and 8). In addition, the areabetween-curves statistics that was applied to temporal class 5 demonstrated that 269 genes in the cerebral cortex and 48 genes in hypothalamus (87.6 and 87.2% of all genes present in the temporal category 5 in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus, respectively) exhibited sleep-specific patterns of expression with the majority of genes being upregulated during sleep. Thus, 2,090 genes in the cerebral cortex and 409 genes in the hypothalamus were classified as sleep specific (52.9 and 49.6% of all differentially expressed in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus, respectively).
Sleep Affects Steady-State Level of Various Transcripts for Genes of Diverse Functions
Using the Fisher's exact test (implemented in the EASE software; Refs. 16, 29), we compared the proportion of genes in specific temporal classes that were differentially expressed to their overall proportion present on Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse Genome 430 2.0 array. Sleep-specific genes upregulated in the cerebral cortex formed 22 overrepresented categories in the gene ontology of biological process, 26 gene categories in molecular function, and 26 categories in cellular component. In the hypothalamus there were respectively 2, 4, and 4 overrepresented categories in these gene ontology systems. The complete list of overrepresented functional categories in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus is presented in Supplemental Table S3_cerebral cortex and Supplemental  Table S3_hypothalamus .
The analysis of overrepresented categories of differentially expressed genes in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus during sleep indicated that at the FDR level by EASE of Ͻ1%, most overrepresented processes were biosynthesis and intracellular transport, which were significantly augmented during sleep. Surprisingly, the mRNA level of genes encoding components of the neuronal machinery involved in electrical signaling (e.g., components of ion channels or pumps) was only negligibly affected during sleep. The most overrepresented categories of genes increasing expression during sleep encoded proteins localized in the cellular compartments of cytoplasm, mitochondrion, ribosome, lysosome, and vacuole (all classified as overrepresented at the FDR level of Ͻ1% by EASE).
Genes Upregulated During Sleep
Biosynthesis of macromolecules is the most common process affected during sleep. In the cerebral cortex, and to the lesser extent in the hypothalamus, there were a number of upregulated genes that encoded enzymes of various, predominantly intermediary, biosynthetic pathways. Among different biosynthetic pathways upregulated during sleep were heme and porphyrin protein and cholesterol biosynthesis (see Supplemental Table S3_cerebral cortex and Supplemental Table   S3_hypothalamus ). A summary of functional categories of genes upregulating their transcripts during sleep in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus is given in Fig. 3 . HEME AND PORPHYRIN BIOSYNTHESIS. We identified heme/porphyrin biosynthesis as an overrepresented gene ontology category (FDR Ͻ1% by EASE) in the sleep-upregulated class of genes in the cerebral cortex. Genes that were upregulated during sleep include Alas1, Alad, Hmbs, Ppox, and Fech. This upregulation of the enzymes of the heme synthesis pathway is specific to the cerebral cortex since none of the heme biosynthesis genes were significantly differentially expressed in the hypothalamus. There was also upregulation during sleep in the cerebral cortex of two genes encoding proteins that regulate excess heme levels: heme-binding protein 1, which is a cytosolic heme binding protein purported to function in the removal of excess heme and its metabolic intermediates (32) , and heme oxygenase (decycling) 2, which codes for an enzyme that also sequesters heme (44) . In the cerebral cortex there are a number of genes coding for proteins containing heme that are also upregulated during sleep, i.e., proteins of cytochrome P450 complex (Cyp1b1, Cyp2d22, Cyp7b1, and Cyp46a1), fatty acid desaturases (Fads1, Fads2, and Fads3), and nitric oxide synthase 3 (Nos3). Only the Fads1 gene was found to be significantly differentially expressed in the hypothalamus, and it was also upregulated during sleep. The upregulation of six of the seven genes involved in heme synthesis only in the cerebral cortex, and a subset of heme containing proteins also being upregulated in the cerebral cortex, would suggest that an increase in heme synthesis may be for the sleep dependent production of these heme containing proteins.
PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS. Among the overrepresented categories of genes that were upregulated during sleep in the cerebral cortex were those involved in protein biosynthesis (FDR Ͻ2% by EASE). Further analysis subdivided this overrepresented category into "subcategories": the structural constituents of the ribosomes, translation regulation activity, amino acylation of tRNA for translation, and ribosome biogenesis. In the subcategory of structural constituents of the ribosomes, there were 22 genes encoding components of both cellular and mitochondrial ribosomes. This increase in ribosomal protein transcripts indicates a build up of structural elements of ribosomes and suggests that ribosome assembly and biogenesis takes place during sleep. This is supported by the observation that a number of genes upregulated during sleep are in the overrepresented subcategory of ribosome biogenesis and assembly.
There were also a number of genes encoding translation initiations factors (eIF4b, eIF5, eIF3 subunits 7, 8, and 12) and the translation elongation factor (eEF2) that were among those upregulated in the overrepresented subcategory of translation regulation. Translation control is regulated primarily at the initiation step through factors such as eIF2 and eIF4. Upregulation during sleep of a gene for translational factor eIF4b suggests that active translation takes place during sleep. Upregulation during sleep of transcript levels of eIF5 and all subunits of eIF3 indicates that "preloading" of the 40S ribosome, which occurs early during initiation, is further evidence of translation taking place during sleep. The key regulation step during translation elongation is that involving eEF2, which we observe to increase during sleep. eEF2 catalyses the translocation of peptidyl-tRNA on the ribosome and facilitates the movement of the ribosome relative to mRNA and process- ing of tRNA. In addition to genes that have translation regulator activity, a small subset of transcripts involved in tRNA activation were found to be upregulated during sleep; these were the prolyl and asparaginyl tRNA synthase. The tRNA synthase attach amino acids to the correct tRNA, and the upregulation of genes encoding tRNA synthase serves as another indicator of active translation occurring during sleep. The genes involved in protein synthesis are not, however, differentially expressed in the hypothalamus. lights-on period that corresponds to the inactive period. Increased protein synthesis during nonrapid eye movement (NREM) sleep has also been shown in the rat (60) and rhesus monkey (50) . Also, a recent preliminary proteomic study using mass spectrometry found a general decrease in protein expression in the cerebral cortex of sleep-deprived mice relative to that in sleeping mice (17) . These findings support the view coming from our microarray studies that synthesis of proteins is a key function of sleep and that changes in the steady-state transcript levels of genes encoding proteins involved in these processes play an important role.
CHOLESTEROL METABOLISM. The Fisher's exact test identified cholesterol metabolism as an overrepresented category of genes increasing expression during sleep (FDR by EASE Ͻ2 and 8% in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus, respectively). This category of genes was also found in the overrepresented category of genes that decreased expression during sleep deprivation in both the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus; this was at an FDR Ͻ1% by EASE. The Fisher's exact test performed on genes that were common to both cerebral cortex and hypothalamus also identified cholesterol metabolism as a category of overrepresented genes. Differentially expressed transcripts included genes encoding synthetic enzymes of cholesterol, proteins involved in cholesterol trafficking, and the relevant specific transcription factors. All of these genes were upregulated during sleep and did not change expression or were downregulated during wakefulness (see further below).
Cholesterol synthesis is a multistage process in which isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) serves as a building block. In Fig. 4 we show the steps in cholesterol synthesis and indicate those genes that are upregulated during sleep in the cerebral cortex and in hypothalamus. Its synthesis begins with condensation of acetyl-CoA and acetoacetyl to hydroxy-methylglutaryl-CoA (HMG-CoA) catalyzed by HMG-CoA synthase (Hmgcs) and is followed by the reduction of HMG-CoA to mevalonate by HMG-CoA reductase (Hmgcr). Hmgcr is the key regulatory enzyme that catalyzes an irreversible step in the pathway of cholesterol synthesis. Subsequently, in consecutive steps involving mevalonate kinase (Mvk) and mevalonate (diphospho) decarboxylase (Mvd), mevalonate is converted into IPP. The cyclization of squalene, demethylation, and subsequent reduction of the double bonds performed respectively by lanosterol synthase (Lss), NADP-dependent steroid dehydrogenase (Nsdhl), and 7-and 24-dehydrocholesterol reductase (Dhcr7 and Dhcr24) are the final steps in cholesterol synthesis. Genes for all of these enzymes were differentially expressed between sleep and sleep-deprived groups and upregulated during sleep. Genes for five of the 10 enzymes were upregulated in both cortex and hypothalamus, while three were upregulated only in the cerebral cortex and two only in the hypothalamus. In the majority of cases where these genes were not found to be differentially expressed in one tissue, the FDR in this tissue just missed the 1% FDR threshold for calling a gene as being differentially expressed in the main ANOVA. Data on the differential expression of selected genes encoding proteins of the cholesterol synthesis pathway in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus are illustrated in Fig. 5, A and B, and presented numerically in Table 3 . Although cholesterol synthesis is under complex multilevel regulatory control, results of our analysis strongly suggest that there is an increase in cholesterol synthesis during sleep. H genes that were upregulated during sleep in hypothalamus;
C genes upregulated in cortex.
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Physiol Genomics Probe sets associated with genes encoding the sterol regulatory element binding factors (Srebf), i.e., Srebf1 and Srebf2 in the cerebral cortex and Srebf1 in the hypothalamus, were also differentially expressed between sleeping and sleep-deprived mice. These genes were upregulated during sleep and did not change expression or were downregulated during sleep deprivation ( Fig. 5C and Table 3 ). Moreover, in both the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus, there was upregulation during sleep of the Srebf1 cleavage activating protein (Scap), a regulatory binding protein that activates the transcription factors Srebf1 and Srebf2 (18) (Fig. 5D and Table 3 ). These changes in Srebf and Scap likely contribute to the increased expression of genes encoding enzymes of cholesterol synthesis. The sterol regulatory element binding factors that affect genes encoding proteins involved in cholesterol synthesis include Hmgcs1, Hmgcr, Mvk, Mvd, Pmvk, and Fdft1 (Fig. 4,  marked with asterisk) .
In addition to cholesterol synthetic enzymes, there was differential expression of genes encoding components of cholesterol uptake and transport, such as low-density lipoprotein receptor (Ldlr), low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 10 (Lrp10), low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein associated protein 1 (Lrpap1), as well as StAR-related lipid transfer (START) domain containing 4 (Stard4). The Ldlr, Lrpap1, and Stard4 genes were differentially expressed in both cerebral cortex and hypothalamus, whereas the Lrp10 gene was differentially expressed only in the cerebral cortex. All these genes were upregulated during sleep and did not change expression or were downregulated during sleep deprivation. Ldlr and Lrp1 protein are members of the cellsurface density lipoprotein receptor family and the key components of the mechanism of cholesterol uptake. Cholesterol transport can also be mediated by such carriers as the steroidogenic acute regulatory proteins (Star). Sleepspecific increases in both the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus in the level of mRNA for Ldlr, Lrp1, and Stard4 proteins imply that cholesterol trafficking is also enhanced during sleep. A number of genes involved in cholesterol trafficking that are upregulated during sleep are also targets of the Srebf transcription factors. (48) . Flotillin genes demonstrate a sleep-specific increase in transcript levels (see Fig. 5E and Table 3 ). In addition to Flot genes, there was also an increase during sleep in transcript levels of other raft-associated proteins: guanine nucleotide binding proteins Gna13, Gnb4, Gnai1, stomatin (Stom), and stomatin-like 1 and 2 (Stoml1 and Stoml2) (see Fig. 5F and Table 3 ). Except for the Gnb4 gene, the augmentation of Gna13, Gnai1, Stom, Stoml1, and Stoml2 transcript levels was restricted to the cerebral cortex. This suggests that lipid rafts are reassembled during sleep. This would likely alter signaling strength for a number of neurotransmitters, including glutamate (7, 19, 28, 66) and may be in preparation for subsequent wakefulness, since there is enhanced release of various neurotransmitters upon arousal from sleep (33) . Reassembly of lipid rafts may allow maximal signaling on awakening. The data regarding magnitude of change (i.e., fold change) in expression of genes encoding proteins involved in cholesterol synthesis, its transport, as well as lipid raft proteins, are provided in Table 3 .
Intracellular transport is enhanced during sleep. Not only are biosynthetic pathways upregulated during sleep, but also genes for intracellular transport mechanisms. This is not surprising since new macromolecules that are synthesized also need to be transported. At the FDR level of Ͻ1% we identified genes encoding proteins involved in intracellular transport to be overrepresented in the genes upregulated during sleep. This is true in the cerebral cortex but not in the hypothalamus. This includes vesicle-mediated protein trafficking to lysosomal compartments and membrane docking/fusion reactions of late endosomes/lysosomes, likely involving a clathrin-mediated mechanism. The transcripts that were upregulated during sleep in the cerebral cortex include the vacuolar sorting proteins (Vps11, Vps28, and Vps45), sortin nexin proteins (Snx1, Snx4, Snx7), syntaxin 17 (Stx17), coatomer protein (Copg), adaptorproteins (Ap1b1, Ap1g2, Ap2m1, and Ap4s1), and ADP-ribosylation factors (Arf5, Arfgap1, Arfgap3, Arl4a). The increase in transcript levels of Scamp4 and Scamp5 genes during sleep in the cerebral cortex likely impacts trafficking of membrane proteins. There was also an increase during sleep in gene expression for Snap-associate protein (Snapap) in the cerebral cortex. This protein modulates a step between vesicle priming, fusion, and calcium-dependent neurotransmitter release. The increase in expression of the Snapap gene may be a preparatory step for future wakefulness by helping rebuild mechanisms for neurotransmitter release. In support of this hypothesis we also find sleep-specific enhancement of mRNA for an ADP-ribosylation factor in the cerebral cortex (Arl2) that points toward upregulation of a secretory pathway involved in calciumdependent neurotransmitter release.
An increase during sleep in expression of importing and exporting genes (Ipo4 and Exp6, respectively) in the cerebral cortex (but not the hypothalamus) suggests that the transport between the nucleus and cytoplasm through nuclear pore complexes is also enhanced during sleep. These genes mediate nuclear transport of cytoskeleton complexes. Nuclear protein import involves GTPase proteins, among them Ran. We found that a number of genes encoding GTPase proteins, including Ran and Ran-binding protein (Ranbp5), increased their transcript levels during sleep in the cerebral cortex. These genes were not differentially expressed in the hypothalamus.
In addition to protein transport, there may be, in the cerebral cortex, an enhancement during sleep of transport of proteins and intermediary metabolites between the cytoplasm and mitochondrion. There is an increase during sleep in the transcript levels of the Mtx1 gene that is a component of the protein translocation apparatus of the outer mitochondrial membrane, suggesting enhanced transport of proteins between these two compartments. In the cerebral cortex (but not the hypothalamus) an increase in mRNA during sleep for the Slc25a10 gene that plays a role in supplying malate for citrate transport required for fatty acid synthesis adds support to the concept that there is an increase in lipid synthesis during sleep, whereas the sleep-specific augmentation in the cerebral cortex of transcripts for the Slc25a4 and Slc25a5 genes point toward enhancement of the exchange of ADP and ATP across the mitochondrial inner membrane. In the cerebral cortex, genes of the Ras family are upregulated during sleep. There were a number of genes for which the steady-state level of their transcript was upregulated during sleep in the cerebral cortex that encoded various elements of the second messenger signaling pathways. Among the most intriguing findings was the upregulation of genes in the cerebral cortex encoding proteins of the Ras family. Within the gene ontology of biological process, the gene category, small GTPase-mediated signal transduction, was highly overrepresented (FDR Ͻ1% by EASE). For example, there was sleepspecific upregulation of the Ras gene (H-ras) and Ras-related gene (Rras2) that possess GTP-binding and GTPase activity and are involved in signal transduction. In the cerebral cortex, an increase during sleep in the transcript level of Gna13 guanine nucleotide binding protein gene (Gna13) suggests a link between G protein-coupled receptors and the activation of Ras gene family members. In addition, there was sleep-specific upregulation of the Rab1b, Rab3a, Rab4b, Rab7, Rab12, Rab33a, Rab34, and Rab40b genes. The Rab proteins comprise the largest branch of the Ras superfamily of small GTP-binding proteins. Different Rab proteins are specifically localized at the cytoplasmic side of distinct vesicular and organellar membranes and have been implicated in the regulation of various steps along the endocytic and exocytic pathways (for review see Ref. 76 ). In particular, the Rab proteins are regulators of intracellular vesicular transport, facilitate vesicle formation, vesicle fusion, and release of the vesicle content. For example, Rab1 is involved in transport steps between the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi; Rab3 protein regulates secretory vesicle release; Rab4 protein mediates recycling from the endosome back to the plasma membrane; and Rab7 regulates trafficking events related to late endocytotic pathways. Consequently, mice with a targeted loss-of-function mutation in Rab3a gene have defects in calcium-dependent synaptic transmission (24) . Interestingly, mice with a semidominant mutation in the Rab3a gene have a shortened period of circadian locomotor activity and marked reduction in sleep homeostasis, i.e., less recovery sleep following sleep deprivation (34) . These data, together with the upregulation of genes for the Snap-associated protein described earlier, suggest that during sleep there is a rebuilding of the endo-and exocytosis machinery. This is likely in preparation for subsequent wakefulness during which there is sudden increased activity of various wakefulness-promoting neurotransmitter systems (for review, see Ref. 33) . Given the higher level of neuronal firing in the cerebral cortex during wakefulness, there is likely to be degradation of endo-and exocytosis mechanisms as wakefulness is prolonged. Indeed, it is well established that at many synapses, periods of elevated activity lead to a decline in synaptic efficacy related primarily to a decrease in the release of neurotransmitter due to a depletion of the pool of vesicles with neurotransmitter ready for release (8) (see also Ref. 65 for review and additional references).
An increase in the steady-state transcript levels of genes of the Ras family may, however, have other functions. For example, an increase in the transcript level of GTP-binding protein Centg3 in cerebral cortex during sleep suggests an enhancement of the signaling pathway that involves reactive oxygen species (59) . Indeed, there are a number of genes encoding proteins with antioxidant properties such as: glutathione S-transferase (Gstp1), peroxidase (Gpx), and reductase (Gsr), as well as superoxide dismutase (Sod1), catalase (Cat), methonine sulfoxide reductase (Msra), and thioredoxin reductase (Txnrd2) that upregulate their transcript levels during sleep. This is supported by the observation that mRNA for transcription factor Nfe2, involved in induction of genes encoding antioxidant proteins and certain detoxifying enzymes, increases during sleep. Changes in the expression of genes encoding antioxidant proteins occur predominantly in the cerebral cortex since only Gstp1, Txnrd2, and in addition Txnrd3 genes are upregulated during sleep in hypothalamus. Given that cortical neurons are more active in wakefulness and consume more ATP, it has long been proposed that as wakefulness is extended there is more production of reactive oxygen species (30) . Thus, sleep could be a time to remove reactive oxygen species and/or to prepare the "antioxidant system" for the heightened level of reactive oxygen species in wakefulness.
Other aspects of the Ras pathway are also differentially regulated. Spry4 and Spred2 are inhibitors of Ras activation (37); the level of genes for Spry4 and Spred2 proteins in the cerebral cortex declines during sleep, thus further enabling the Ras signaling pathway. Thus, it seems that multiple mechanisms are employed during sleep to activate the pathway.
In addition to the Ras family of genes, there was upregulation during sleep, in the cerebral cortex, of genes encoding cyclins (Ccne1, Cnnm3) and cyclin-dependent protein kinases: Cdk4, Cdk5, Cdkl1 (the gene encoding the Cdk inhibitor Cdkn1a was upregulated during wakefulness). Since cyclindependent phosphorylation of proteins is central to regulation of replication and cell division, our studies raise an intriguing question of what processes are affected by changes with sleep and sleep deprivation of genes encoding the Cdk signaling pathway. While neuronal proliferation has been described in the brain, particularly in the hippocampus (25) , there is no information on sleep-related neurogenesis in the cerebral cortex. Thus, it seems that these molecules must fulfill different signaling functions in brain that remain to be fully elucidated.
It is also difficult to assess what processes are influenced by upregulation during sleep of the mitogen-activated protein kinases (Mapk), which are also widely regarded as activators of cell proliferation and differentiation. Similar to that of the Cdk pathway, the Mapk signaling pathway likely fulfills different functions in the mostly postmitotic brain than in a tissue with high activity of cell proliferation.
Steady-state level of transcripts of genes encoding proteins involved in energy metabolism increases during sleep.
Among the genes in the cerebral cortex differentially upregulated with sleep are genes involved in the regulation of main pathways of carbohydrate metabolism, oxidative phosphorylation (FDR Ͻ1% by EASE), and in general, the energy pathways (FDR Ͻ1.8% by EASE). During NREM sleep there is decreased energy need and consumption in the cerebral cortex (6, 35, 42, 54) , and hence, upregulation of energy genes during sleep was unexpected. However, the precise meaning of this depends on how quickly proteins are made and, moreover, whether it is the key regulatory enzymes that are upregulated. It seems that sleep may be a stage to rebuild the systems for producing energy to meet the higher energy demands during wakefulness.
Our data demonstrate that during sleep there are a number of upregulated genes (i.e., Ldh2, Eno3, Eno1, Aldoa, Tpi1, Pfkm, Hk1, and 6330505F04Rik) that encode proteins involved in glycolysis. Additional genes coding for proteins that are involved in glycolysis also upregulated in sleep were: G6pc3, Bpgm, Pgm1, Pgm2, and Pgm3. Also there was sleep-specific upregulation of the regulatory (inhibitory) subunit 1a of protein phosphatase 1 and inhibitory subunit 2 of protein phosphatase 1 (Ppp1r2), which, when phosphorylated, inhibit the dephosphorylation of glycogen synthase and glycogen phosphorylase leading to the degradation of glycogen (reviewed in Ref. 14) . The upregulation of a phosphorylase b kinase alpha regulatory chain as well as two inhibitory subunits of protein phosphatase 1 suggests that with increasing sleep, glycogen degradation is favored in anticipation of energy needs upon awakening. Genes encoding proteins involved in glycolysis/glycogen metabolism were not found to be significantly differentially expressed in the hypothalamus.
In addition, there were five genes in the gene ontology category regulation of energy pathways that encode proteins of the citrate cycle, i.e., Aco2, Acly, Idh3g, Mdh2, and Sdhb (which is also involved in oxidative phosphorylation). There are three critical points in the citric acid cycle (reviewed in Ref . 75); only one of the enzymes involved in these critical control points is upregulated during sleep, isocitrate dehydrogenase 3 (NAD ϩ ) alpha. Therefore, the upregulation of these genes would indicate that mRNA (and possibly proteins) is being accumulated during sleep but that an upregulation of the citric acid cycle is not yet occurring. The remaining genes in this category have roles in thiamine, galactose, aminosugar metabolism, pentose phosphate pathway, and the degradation of ketone bodies.
Elements of the oxidative phosphorylation pathway are also upregulated during sleep. There were a number of genes that encode proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation that were upregulated during sleep. This was unexpected as a link between neuronal activity and upregulation of a key component of complex IV has been shown in several organisms (58, 79, 80) . The Affymetrix microarray platform used in this study does not, however, have probes for any of the mouse mitochondrial DNA-encoded proteins. Thus, we cannot comment on changes in any genes encoded by mitochondrial DNA. Therefore, all of the genes we see upregulated in sleep are genes for nuclear-encoded proteins. Seventeen genes encoding for subunits of complex I were upregulated during sleep: Ndufa6, Ndufa7, Ndufa8, Ndufa10, Ndufa11, Ndufa12, Ndufab1, Ndufb4, Ndufb7, Ndufb11, Ndufs1, Ndufs2, Ndufs3, Ndufs7, Ndufs8, Ndufv1, and Ndufv2. Also upregulated during sleep were genes encoding a single subunit of complex II (Sdhb), subunits of complex III (Uqcr, Uqcrc1, Uqcrc2, Uqcrfs1, 1110020P15Rik), and subunits of complex IV (Cox5b, Cox7a2l, Cox8a). We propose that the upregulation of the nuclear mRNA encoding oxidative phosphorylation subunits we observe during sleep is a buildup of mRNA and possibly protein in anticipation of energy needs upon waking. Other studies show that mitochondrial encoded components of the oxidative phosphorylation pathway, such as the key catalytic subunit of complex IV, are upregulated during wakefulness (13, 68) , as is the activity of this key enzyme (53) . Upregulation of mRNA of subunits from mitochondrial DNA occurs rapidly (46) , and thus, it is not surprising that they are upregulated during wakefulness. Transcriptional regulation of mitochondrialand nuclear-encoded genes for oxidative phosphorylation differs in that the stability of the mitochondrial mRNA encoding key subunits of the oxidative phosphorylation complexes (Cox I, Cox II, Cox III, Nd5, Nd4, and CytB) is significantly less compared with nuclear encoded genes (46) .
Genes That Downregulate the Steady-State Level of Their Transcripts During Sleep
There were fewer genes that were downregulated during sleep in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus than were upregulated in these brain regions (see Table 2 ). The one clearly overrepresented group was formed by genes encoding proteins involved in RNA processing (see summary, Fig. 3) .
RNA processing decreases during sleep. Genes encoding proteins involved in RNA splicing and processing belonged to the overrepresented categories of genes that were downregulated during sleep in the cerebral cortex (FDR Ͻ1% by EASE) (Fig. 6 ). There was a sleep-specific decrease in RNA binding protein (Rbm3) and genes encoding RNA splicing factors (Sfrs1, Sfrs6, Sfrs7, Fusip1, Prpf4b). The processes of capping of the 5Ј-end of pre-mRNA and mRNA polyadenylation also appear to decrease during sleep since the transcript levels for the RNA guanylyltransferase/5Ј-phosphatase (Rngtt) and polyadenylation factor 2 (Cpsf2) declined. Interestingly, the expression of Dicer1 gene (Dcr1) increases during sleep; Dcr1 is the key enzyme in the process of RNA interference, in which small-interfering RNA (produced by Dicer) induce a sequence-dependent degradation of mRNA. Thus, upregulation of Dicer1 during sleep will work in concert with downregulation of other parts of the RNA machinery to slow synthesis of proteins at the RNA stage. Consequently, our studies suggest that while many components of the protein synthesis pathway are upregulated during sleep, RNA processing is downregulated.
Genes That Upregulate the Steady-State Level of Their Transcripts During Sleep Deprivation
There were also a large numbers of genes whose expressions were altered during sleep deprivation; however, in the cerebral cortex there were no overrepresented categories upregulated during sleep deprivation (see Supplemental Table S3_cerebral cortex). Thus, the prevailing view that the major regulatory mechanism for control of sleep is upregulation of multiple sleep-promoting molecules (Process S) during wakefulness is not supported by our data. It is, of course, possible that there is upregulation of expression of key sleep-promoting molecules without these genes constituting a functional gene category based on gene ontology. In the hypothalamus, the one overrepresented category included genes broadly defined as being involved in the regulation of cell growth (FDR Ͻ1% by EASE). It is likely that the function(s) of these proteins in the postmitotic brain are different from that in dividing cells (see Supplemental Table S3_cerebral cortex and Supplemental  Table S3_hypothalamus) .
Sleep deprivation induces an unfolded protein response. In the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus, sleep deprivation upregulated the transcript levels of a number of chaperone pro- teins, although these genes did not form an overrepresented category. The fact that sleep deprivation increases expression of molecular chaperones has been described previously in the rat (77), mouse (49) , and Drosophila (69) led us to examine this group. In the cerebral cortex, the following genes encoding heat shock proteins and molecular chaperones upregulated the steady-state levels of their transcripts during sleep deprivation: Dnajc3, Dnajb5 (Hsp40), Dnajb11, Dnajc1, Hsp105, Hspa1a, Hspa1b, and Hspa5 (Bip), while in the hypothalamus Dnajc3, Dnajb5, Dnajb11, and Hspa5 genes increased their transcript levels during sleep deprivation [see changes in expression of Hspa5 (Bip) in Fig. 7, left] . Such increases in molecular chaperones suggest that with sleep deprivation there is cellular stress and the unfolded protein response is activated.
The unfolded protein response occurs when proteins are not being properly folded, as occurs during hypoxia, glucose starvation, etc. (for reviews, see Refs. 27, 40, 67) . Indeed, all steps in the unfolded protein response occur with 6 h of sleep deprivation in mouse cerebral cortex (49) . The unfolded protein response involves facilitatory refolding of misfolded proteins or targeting them for degradation. Moreover, translation of proteins is inhibited, thereby reducing the burden of misfolded proteins. This is, however, likely not the only mechanism that reduces synthesis of proteins with sleep deprivation. Microarray studies in Drosophila show that multiple steps in the protein synthesis pathway are downregulated with sleep deprivation (83) . In the current study in mice, we also observe downregulation of genes for key components of protein production with extended wakefulness.
Increase in the steady-state level of Homer1 mRNA with sleep deprivation. Another gene that has been described to increase during sleep deprivation in a previous microarray study in the rat is Homer (12, 78) . Homer1a, which is an immediate early gene transcript of Homer1, has been shown to be upregulated by sleep loss in the rat cerebral cortex (51) . We thus believe that the Homer1 transcript we observe upregulated in our studies is likely to be Homer1a (see expression of Homer1 gene in Fig. 7, right) . Homer proteins are bipartite scaffolding proteins that bind to an array of other proteins, like the metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) and IP3 receptors, and allow them to create multiprotein complexes. Homer1a protein lacks the COOH terminal domain required for multimerization and therefore behaves as a dominant negative element. The expression of Homer1a gene is dynamically regulated in response to synaptic activity (2, 64, 72, 82) , unlike the other members of the Homer family, which are constitutively expressed. Homer1a gene has been shown to be rapidly Fig. 6 . The top overrepresented functional categories in the gene ontology system of biological process that are downregulated in the cerebral cortex (light gray bars) and hypothalamus (dark gray bars) during sleep deprivation. These categories have an FDR estimated at Ͻ1%. At an FDR of Ͻ1%, there were no functional categories upregulated in the cerebral cortex during sleep deprivation. The y-axis represents Ϫlog10 of P values determined by EASE. Note that in the hypothalamus, at the FDR level of Ͻ1%, the overrepresented functional categories in the gene ontology of biological process contains genes involved in cell growth, cytoskeleton organization, and biogenesis (data not shown). Functional categories of genes present in the gene ontology of cellular component and molecular function along with the P values by EASE, as well as the corresponding FDR are provided in the Supplemental Tables S3_cerebral cortex and S3_hypothalamus. Note that a number of genes involved in cholesterol synthesis and transport that were upregulated during sleep in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus are downregulated in these brain regions during sleep deprivation. upregulated in multiple models of activity dependent plasticity and is thought to modulate mGluR signaling by uncoupling mGluR-Homer-IP3R complexes. Homer1a overexpression has been shown to downregulate synapse formation (62) . Consistent with the observation that Homer1a gene is upregulated in the mouse cerebral cortex with sleep deprivation are data from a Drosophila brain microarray study conducted by our group. The single Homer gene in Drosophila is upregulated with sleep and downregulated during sleep deprivation (83) . Since this single molecule in Drosophila is an activator (not a dominant negative), the effect of this change will have the same functional result as in mammals even though the pattern of change is exactly opposite to that for Homer1a.
Homer is also one of the genes in the quantitative trait locus region for altered temporal accumulation of sleep drive in different inbred mouse strains (21) and is a likely candidate to explain this phenotype. It is very likely that the upregulation of Homer1a serves to terminate wakefulness through disruption of the mGluR-Homer-IP3 complexes, which in turn will attenuate glutamate signaling.
Genes That Downregulate the Steady-State Level of Their Transcripts during Sleep Deprivation
The largest number of genes was those downregulated with sleep deprivation. Indeed, out of all the temporal classes, there were more genes with this response pattern than any other (see Table 2 ). This is identical to recent data from similar studies in the Drosophila brain that also found that the largest class of genes differentially expressed was genes downregulated with sleep deprivation (83) . Thus, it appears that if wakefulness is prolonged there are multiple mechanisms to limit it being sustained. In both the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus, there were a number of downregulated genes during sleep deprivation that encoded enzymes of various intermediary biosynthetic metabolic pathways (see Supplemental Tables S3_cerebral  cortex and S3_hypothalamus) . In general, genes that were upregulated during sleep were downregulated during sleep deprivation. For example, we found that the cholesterol synthesis genes were downregulated with sleep deprivation in both the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus (Fig. 5) . Proteins associated with lipid rafts such as flotillin were also downregulated (Fig. 5E) . Thus, it appears that during sleep deprivation lipid rafts are disassembled, thereby reducing the strength of cell signaling (for instance glutamate), making wakefulness more difficult to sustain. The reduction during sleep deprivation in expression of genes encoding proteins involved in the main pathways of carbohydrate metabolism, energy metabolism, tricarboxylic acid metabolism, and various metabolic pathways (lipid, aldehyde, amine) also supports the idea that as wakefulness is prolonged there are various mechanisms that limit the ability for wakefulness to be sustained. We postulate that the reduction of cellular metabolism is one such limiting mechanism.
Magnitude of change in gene expression and implications for protein synthesis. The analysis of differential gene expression in this study did not rely on the ability to detect changes at an arbitrary fold-change level. Rather, we used a stringent FDR of 1% to determine differentially expressed genes. While this limits false positives, there could be also false negatives. For example, expression of a number of genes encoding proteins involved in cholesterol synthesis and transport, relevant transcription factors, or lipid raft proteins that did not pass the 1% FDR cut-off in one or other brain region had an FDR well below 5%. For example, the FDR for the Gnai1 gene encoding lipid raft-associated protein was ϳ0.8% in the cerebral cortex and 1.2% in the hypothalamus. Thus, the Gnai1 gene failed the 1% cut-off in the hypothalamus.
Genes that did pass the 1% FDR test as being differentially expressed between sleep and sleep deprivation did not, however, show major differences in mRNA levels between behavioral states. In the cerebral cortex ϳ95% of the differentially expressed genes modulated their expression by Ͻ50%. We believe that such modest changes in mRNAs will be typical of changes found with variations in normal behavioral states. The extent of change in the transcript levels between sleep and sleep deprivation observed in this study is comparable to that previously reported in the rat (12) . To assess the magnitude of fold change in transcript levels, differences in expression measures between sleep and sleep deprivation were calculated at each time point. The largest difference in gene expression between any time point was used to represent the fold change. We illustrate this here for genes in the cholesterol synthesis pathway. For most genes, degree of change was similar in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus (Table 3 ). The degree of change across genes was from a low of 1.07 to a high of 1.65. The statistical significance of these changes was, however, high with an estimated FDR much lower than 1% for each of the genes (for many genes Ͻ10 Ϫ16 ) (see columns labeled FDR in Table 3 ).
Our study, as well as other microarray studies, assesses changes in the steady-state level of mRNA for various genes. This will depend on both transcription rates of the relevant genes and stability of their mRNA. There is growing appreciation for the discordance between mRNA levels and protein abundance; the changes in transcriptome may or may not be reflected in the level of relevant proteins (proteome). Assessment of the transcriptome allows one to infer what physiological processes might be impacted in the cell, while the composition of the proteome indicates what processes are actually affected. Attempts to measure the abundance of mRNA bound to polysomes by microarrays may address this discordance (43) . However, such studies are beyond the scope of our current research. Our data lead to different possible interpretations. For example, an increase during sleep in the transcript levels of numerous gene encoding proteins involved in cholesterol synthesis and transport, relevant transcription factors, or lipid raft proteins may indicate an enhancement of cholesterol synthesis during sleep or, alternatively, a preparatory step for the augmentation of cholesterol synthesis and transport during upcoming wakefulness. Extensive studies would be required to assess the concordance of mRNA and protein changes in the brain during sleep and sleep deprivation.
Comparison between changes in gene expression in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus. As described, we identified certain processes that changed similarly in both brain regions such as cholesterol biosynthesis during sleep and increases in molecular chaperones with sleep deprivation. However, for other processes, such as heme synthesis, the changes were limited to the cerebral cortex. A previous microarray study of changes in expression with sleep/wakefulness found largely identical changes in the cerebral cortex and cerebellum, lead- ing the authors to conclude that there were ubiquitous changes in expression that are found in all brain regions (12) . In contrast, Terao et al. (78) found in another microarray study that there were differences in the genes that changed expression in the cerebral cortex and hypothalamus. We would agree with this assertion. However, such differences need to be interpreted with caution. The hypothalamus, in particular, is made up of a number of different neuronal groups with different functions, as well as glia cells. Thus, there could be changes in expression of genes in distinct neuronal populations that are not found when averaged across a larger amount of tissue. Future studies need to move toward expression profiling in specific relevant neuronal populations using laser capture microdissection techniques as has been applied previously to gene expression profiling in nuclei and subnuclei in mammalian brain (4) .
Comments on study design. The statistical analyses were performed in a step-wise fashion. The first statistical test identified genes differentially expressed between groups of sleeping and sleep-deprived animals. We were primarily interested in finding differences between behavioral states rather than how different states may differ across time. In stage 1 of our analysis, we tested whether the time-averaged effect of sleep state (i.e., our main effect) differs between "awake" and "sleeping" mice. At this stage of the analysis, time was taken into account by averaging our main effect levels of state (i.e., "sleep deprived" or "sleeping") over all the levels of time (i.e., 3, 6, 9, 12 h). Our study had substantial statistical power to detect change in gene expression since for each brain region we used, for comparison in our primary analysis, 20 arrays from sleeping animals and 20 from sleep-deprived animals. Moreover, a robust statistical approach, based on FDR, was used to control the false positive rate at a stringent level of Ͻ1%. We also added an anchor group at time zero, so that we could then determine direction of change in steady-state transcript levels. This was performed in the second step of data analysis (see "Trends analysis" in Fig. 1B) and was aimed at interpreting the results from our first step by focusing on how gene expression changes over time. Thus, the second step was to uncover a temporal pattern of gene expression within the sleeping group and sleep-deprived group separately and utilized the 7:00 AM anchor point to facilitate data analyses of temporal trend. The trend analysis was linear regression; it was used simply to determine the direction of change, and we do not interpret magnitude of slope or whether a linear relationship was the optimal one, particularly given the small number of time points assessed (4 in each group). Deviations from linearity could relate to different temporal regulation of expression and/or varying amounts of sleep across the day. For most differentially expressed genes, direction of change could be assessed by the linear trend analysis. However, for a small subset of genes, direction of change could not be determined in this way and we used an area-under-the-curve analysis.
Since mice in each experimental group were killed at the same diurnal time point (e.g., 3-h sleep deprivation was concluded at 10:00 AM, and mice sleeping for 3 h were also killed at 10:00 AM), genes which had a pure diurnal effect on their expression were eliminated at this step. Since the purpose of our study was to identify genes with a sleep-specific pattern of expression, we did not perform comparisons of our results with previously published data on genes with diurnal and/or circadian pattern of expression; we do not believe that comparing our results with previously published data on genes with the diurnal/circadian influences is warranted. However, we appreciate that there are a number of comprehensive microarray studies in various organisms on the impact of diurnal and circadian factors on steady-state mRNA level (1, 10, 38, 45, 57) .
In our study, we chose to assess amounts of sleep and wakefulness based on rest/activity measures and a definition of sleep as Ն40 s of continuous inactivity. We have recently shown that this provides a highly accurate estimate of sleep and wakefulness amounts in male C57BL/6J mice of the age used in this study (56) . As expected, the amounts of sleep and wakefulness in the mice studied here were essentially identical to data that were obtained by EEG/EMG recordings of sleep in male mice of this age and genotype. Our approach has the advantage that it avoids subjecting mice to prior surgery and having chronically implanted electrodes. Such implantation on its own changes the pattern of gene expression [e.g., immediately early gene Fos in the rat brain (41)].
We did not estimate sleep in animals during the period of sleep deprivation. The constant and consistent motor activity throughout the deprivation period enforced by the ever-present experimenter assured that mice experienced little if any sleep during this time. It is conceivable that mice had episodes of microsleep that are more likely to occur during longer periods of sleep deprivation. Microsleeps will, however, not influence our results since the goal of this study was to compare gene expression in animals that were allowed to sleep spontaneously and killed at the same time of day as animals that had extensive sleep deprivation prior to death.
Our study involved sleep depriving mice by gentle handling (36) . This approach to sleep deprivation produces the least change compared with other techniques for sleep deprivation in expression of the Fos gene in brain areas associated with the stress response (36); see also Ref. 41 . Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that the mice that were sleep deprived were stressed. Most of the major conclusions of our study come, however, from analysis within the undisturbed sleeping groups. There is no reason to believe that these mice are stressed, and we conclude that our findings are specific to the sleep state. For analysis of sleeping mice, the sleepdeprived groups serve as controls for diurnal variation, thereby excluding such influences. We cannot exclude, however, that stress effects could, at least in part, be responsible for the changes that we describe that take place during sleep deprivation.
Given our design, it is conceivable that if expression of a particular gene was not regulated by sleep/wake but was affected by the stress associated with sleep deprivation, it would appear as a differentially expressed gene. For it to appear in the genes we are discussing as increasing during sleep, the primary focus of our results, it would also need to have a circadian regulation to explain the temporal change in the sleep groups. Moreover, since we are primarily focusing on genes where expression increased with sleep and either decreased or stayed the same with extended wakefulness, expression of this gene would need to decrease with stress by an amount equal to or greater than the increase produced by the postulated circadian effect during the inactive period. This specific combination, while possible, seems highly unlikely. Further support for this assertion comes from our observations that we largely replicate previous findings from microarray studies of sleep/wake differences, which used different behavioral approaches to address this issue (see below). We do, however, find that many more genes are differentially expressed with sleep and wakefulness given the power of our study and study design.
Comparison of results presented here to previous microarray studies of sleep and wakefulness. Our results can be compared with previous studies using microarrays to examine changes in gene expression with sleep and wakefulness (12, 78) , both of which were conducted in rats. In the study of Terao et al. (78) , changes in expression were compared between sleep-deprived and sleeping rats and during recovery sleep following deprivation. The investigators used an Affymetrix Rat Neurobiology U34 GeneChip containing 1,322 elements and hence did not perform as comprehensive an analysis as described here. More importantly, they set an arbitrary threshold of a 50% change in expression to call a gene as being differentially expressed. As shown here, and in the previous study by Cirelli et al. (12) , the changes in expression between sleep and wakefulness of the majority of differentially expressed genes are Ͻ50%. Thus, this analysis strategy missed the majority of differentially expressed genes being described here. Nevertheless, 36.3% of the genes labeled as being differentially expressed by Terao et al. (78) were also identified by us with a FDR of Ͻ1%; at the FDR Ͻ5 or 10%, the percentage of genes identified by Terao et al. and found in our study was 50.8 and 61.7%, respectively ( Table 4) .
The study of Cirelli et al. (12) also had important differences to the design used here. First, sleep and wakefulness were considered binary states such that the direction of change was not assessed. Interpretation of the results assumed that gene expression only changed in one direction, i.e., upwards, and hence genes higher in sleep than wakefulness were called "sleep-specific" genes, while genes expressed higher in wakefulness than sleep were called "wakefulness-specific" genes. In this study we also used terms sleep and wakefulness specific, although we do not imply that these transcripts are restricted to or exclusive to wakefulness or sleep. Unlike in the previous study, the use of the terms sleep and wakefulness specific was based on the temporal pattern of expression across five time points, and we describe genes that both increase or decrease their expression during these states. The study of Cirelli et al. (12) had less power than that reported here since changes between sleep and wakefulness were assessed in three technical replicates after pooling RNA from six rats; pooling was used to reduce biological variability. In our study, the primary analysis was based on comparison between 20 sleeping mice and 20 sleep-deprived mice without pooling across mice. In Cirelli et al. (12) sleep-related transcripts were required to be greater in at least half of all comparisons of sleep vs. sleep deprivation and also sleep vs. spontaneous wakefulness. Similarly, transcripts called wakefulness-related were required to be greater in at least half of all comparisons to sleep and also sleep deprivation samples (12) . Despite these major differences in design, we find that 53% of genes labeled differentially expressed by Cirelli et al. (12) were found to be differentially expressed by us using the stringent FDR of Ͻ1% (see Table 4 ). If we relax our FDR to Ͻ5%, we find the number of the genes identified in Cirelli et al. (12) that we call differentially expressed increases to 61.9 and 70.8% for their wakefulness-and sleep-specific genes, respectively. With the FDR of Ͻ10%, this percentage increases further to 69.4% for their wakefulnessspecific genes and 82.4% for their sleep-specific genes. There were only a few genes found in Cirelli et al. (12) that had a very high FDR, e.g., Ն20% (11.3 and 9.3% for their wakefulness-and sleep-specific genes, respectively). These are likely to be true false positives. The largest difference, however, between our results and that of Cirelli et al. (12) is in the number of genes. We found a total of 3,988 genes differentially expressed in the cerebral cortex, whereas Cirelli et al. (12) found only 715. Thus, as anticipated, the major issue with studies with less power is false negative results. Interestingly, despite this difference, we find that similar processes are identified in our studies and that of Cirelli et al. (12) . For example, Cirelli et al. reported that cholesterol synthesis increased in brain during sleep on the basis of the observation that the genes encoding Hmgcs and Fdft1 proteins increased during sleep. We confirmed this, but in addition, with our larger power and FDR strategy, found that expression of all genes in the cholesterol synthesis pathway is increased during sleep, as are the relevant transcription factors (see above).
Thus, previous concerns that microarray results cannot be replicated (see for example Ref. 20) are not supported by our data, a conclusion that is in line with recent studies on the topic of reliability of microarray results (26, 70) .
Concluding remarks. The data obtained in this study lead to some key conclusions about alterations in gene transcription in sleep and wakefulness. Our data support the assertion of our recent microarray study in Drosophila brain (83) , that a key regulator of sleep and wakefulness is not simply increasing levels of sleep-promoting molecules with increases in wakefulness but, rather, downregulation of a number of key processes, such as protein synthesis, to limit the duration of wakefulness that can be sustained. As Drosophila temporal analysis reveals, the largest group of differentially regulated genes are those that decrease their expression as wakefulness is prolonged through sleep deprivation. During sleep deprivation, there is evidence of cellular stress, and hence, the state needs to be terminated to allow recovery to occur. The most important novel conclusion of our study is, however, that sleep is a stage of biosynthesis of diverse macromolecules. The functions of sleep have long been illusory, and this study lays groundwork for understanding this at a molecular level and leads to a number of testable hypotheses. Note, that for the FDR of Ͻ1% there is ϳ53% agreement between this study and Cirelli et al. (12) and for FDR Յ10%, there is ϳ69% wakefulness-specific and 82% sleep-specific genes that are common between this paper and previous results in the rat. These numbers were obtained by adding percentages in the different columns. 
